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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we present several examples of functions of two variables for 
which it is possible to obtain explicit expressions for the Chebyshev approx- 
imations by polynomials. The construction of explicit best approximations 
for functions of more than one variable has been already accomplished in a 
few cases (see, e.g., [7, 9, lo]). A classical problem in Chebyshev approxima- 
tion is the determination of the best approximation to x” on [-I, l] by a 
polynomial of degree IZ - 1. Many of the problems we consider are of this 
type. Specifically, we obtain Chebyshev approximations to a large variety 
of homogeneous polynomials of degree IZ on the unit disk by polynomials 
of degree n - I. We consider also the approximation of certain olher func- 
tions on the disk. 
A general setting for the problem of Chebyshev approximation is the 
following. Let P be a compact HausdorK space, and let C(g) denote the 
space of continuous real-valued functions on g. Given fc C(g), its norm 
is ;I,f/ = max{! f(x)] : x E 2). Let V be an n-dimensional subspace of C(3). 
Given f E C(2), the problem of Chebyshev approximation is to find z’.+ E V 
such that 
A signature (5 on 9 is a function with finite support, whose nonzero values 
are either fl or - 1. We say that 0 is extremal with respect to V if there 
exists a nonzero positive measure p with carrier in the support of u such that 
for all 2! E I/. 
! 
u(x) u(x) dp(s) = 0 
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For each 11 c I/‘, we call ,f’ I‘ an error function, and we refer to the set 
as the extreme points ofJ’- 1’. Now the characterization of the best approxi- 
mations of ,f‘ out of V is given in the following result of Rivlin and 
Shapiro [S]. 
THEOREhl I. I. Let d -= inf[ll,f’- I: ~ : I‘ t Vi. Thn r.. E V satisjies 
I,f --- l’, / ,, r d if and only if‘there exists an extremal signature CT bixith support 
in E,(u,) WC/Z that (f-- I~,~)cT ” 0. 
This theorem underlies the work in this paper. Some results concerning 
the nature of extremal signatures for various subspaces V are presented in 
[2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 111. 
We will take Y to be the unit disk in the plane. Thus, 
and we shall denote by iY the set of all (s, .I)) such that xc T J” = I. By 
P,l” we designate the space of real polynomials of degree n in k variables. In 
particular, p t P,’ has the form 
where k + s 1 /I and the c,,~ are real numbers. 
There is a particular extremal signature which occurs quite often in this 
paper. Let p?r I _ q;, . . . ... -I. $2n be angles in [0, 27~) and let r ‘:.. 0 be given. 
Define the signature u on the plane by a(r cos ‘;I;, r sin q,,) = ( --l)i and 
u = 0 otherwise. It is well known [S, 91 that CT is extremal with respect to 
Pz_, We will refer to this kind of. extremal signature as an “aiternant of 
type 211.” 
Let II and 172 be arbitrary nonnegative integers with II , /II “I I. In this 
section, we consider the Chebyshev approximation of the function s’~J’“’ on 
the unit disk 9 by{ polynomials in Pz, ,,,..r 
Let U,(X) denote the polynomial of degree I? -’ 0 defined by 
U,,(cos ‘I‘) -~ sin(k .J-- I)p,;sin cr. 
Thus, UjL is the Chebyshev polynomial of degree li of the second kind (see 
[3]). For convenience, we define K,(.Y) 0 and U-&Y) =- I. 
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THEOREM 2.1. For integers II > 0 and MI > 0 wifk n + m 3 1, set 
Pn,& Y> = (~/VT”‘(~TLW c/,,(Y) + un-2(x) u,,,-2(Y)> 
Tlieii P,,,,, is an error,function qf best Chebysheu approximation to x”y” on 9 
out sf p:;,,-1 . The deaiation f3f the best approximation is (1/2)n+“1-1. 
Proof: We observe that 
p _ II >li xl~y))* + {lower degree terms; 
and therefore P,,,, has the form of an error function. Let us first consider 
P n, ,I! restricted to 82:. Using the trigonometric definition of the polynomials 
V,, , it is not difficult to show that 
where K,, ,,! = (- l)[n!/21( 1/2)“i tt,-1 ([t] denotes the largest integer < t). 
To show that P,.,,, is an error function of best approximation, it suffices 
to show that 
for all (x, JI) E 2. For then there would be an alternate D of type ‘2(/l + nz) 
on ?J?:, with support in the extreme points of P,,,, , such that uPn,,,, > 0 
on 2. 
Set x =y cos 9 and 4’ == cos 8. Then 
where 
P n , l,! = ( l/2)” i ri,--1 F,,,,,,( cp, 8) 
1 
fc,.d~i’> 4 = (j) 
sin(n -I- 1) p sin(n7 + 1) 0 + sin(r7 - 1) q sin(n7 - 1) H - -~- 
sin 9) sin 8 
We need to show that I F,,,,,(g?, 8); :; 1 for all (T, 8) such that 
co? c/‘ T co? fl ( 1. If either 9: == 0 or 0 = 0, then (x, JJ) E 253, and here 
we already know that I F,,,,, 1 :: I. H ence, we need consider only Q, and 8 
in (0. n). Applying the identity sir&u f /I) = sin LY cos /I!? + cos CY sin p, to 
the numerator of F,,,,, , we obtain 
where 
A --= (cos q/sin 0) * (cos Q/sin T). 
Since 9: and 0 belong to (0, n) and co? q -+ co? 0 :< 1, it follows that 
1 cos cpjsin 0 1 --< I and 1 cos o/sin F 1 . : 1. Hence A ,z I, and therefore 
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Using the Schwarz inequality, we see that Fn’,.,,, ~ _ 1, as was to be shown. 
From this theorem, it is possible to construct certain other best approxima- 
tions to Y’J”‘. Let T,(X) be the Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind of 
degree k [3]. Thus, r,(cos p) = cos kg: for k = 0. 1, 2 ,... Let P~,,,~ denote 
any error function of best approximation to x”‘y”’ out of Pi;,,,..1 on 8. Then 
-I -. 2” ! “’ lp,I,,,<(.\-. 4’) 1 I 
for all (x, y) E Y. Now consider the polynomial 
P(x, y) = 2-k(‘L ‘)1)+1T,,[2”‘~“~~lpII,,,~(x, y)]. (2.2) 
It is easy to verify that P is a polynomial of the form xknyPm - (lower degree 
terms), and that furthermore I P(x, y)l :-=_ 2- L(77+m)+1 for all (x, y) E 9. Thus, 
by considering Theorem 2. I we obtain 
COROLLARY 2.1. rf’ T,(x) is the Chebyshec polynomial qf the Jirst kind, 
and prism is any best error function for xllyy” on 8, then the polynomial (2.2) 
is a best error jirnction for xk7’ykm on 2:. 
In general, it can be seen that this polynomial (2.2) is distinct from the 
Pk7a,km of Theorem 2.1. We suspect therefore that the best Chebyshev approx- 
imations to x”y” on 9 are not unique. A complete answer to the uniqueness 
question is contained in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. The best approximation to x’~JI”’ on Y out ef’ P:+,-, is 
unique only if n = 0 or m = 0, or II = m = 1. For the case II > 1. m .> 1 
and n t m >, 3, we hare: 
(a) I f  P(x, y) is an error jimction of’ best approximation to xifyil’, then 
P = P,,,,,, -?- (1 -- ,$ .- ],?)Q 
for some Q E Pz.im-3 . 
(b) There is a polynomial Qr E Pz Li,l.m:. , which is not identicaf~l~ zero, 
such that 
p, := p,,,,, I (1 -. x” - ,,J) Q, 
is an error function of best approximation io x71?.” on Y out of’ Pz+,n-, . More- 
over, Q* has the following property: Given any Q E Pi. m--3 ~ there corresponds 
a constant A = A(Q) , 0 such that,jor awy A ulith 0 h - r A. 
is an error firnction of best approximation to xJLyl” on $1 out sf P&1 
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The proof of this and related results can be found in [6]. We omit the proof 
here as it is somewhat long and merely technical in nature. We observe that 
Theorem 2.2 may be viewed as a characterization of the best approximations 
to P)‘“’ on 9 out of Pi+,_, . The polynomial Q* in (b) is not unique, and 
need satisfy only mild restrictions. In fact, as shown in [6], it is not difficult 
to construct many such Q* explicitly. 
The uniqueness result for II = 0 or m = 0 can be obtained in a more 
general setting. 
THEOREM 2.3. Supposef = f(y) is a continuous function on 9. Let p*(y) 
be the polynomial of degree k which best approximates f ( y) on [ - 1, 11. Then 
p, is the unique best approximation of.f out of Pk2 on LB. 
Prooj: If k = 0, the result is obvious and so we assume k ;s 1. It is 
clear that p* E Pk2 is a best approximation to f on 9. Suppose p E Pk2 is 
such that p.+ + p is another best approximation to f on 9. Since p* is char- 
acterized by the alternation theorem [3], we can find at least k lines y = yi , 
i = 1, 2,..., k where -1 < y1 < y, <. .** < yr: < 1 such that each line is 
contained in the extremal points off - p* on 9, and f - p* alternates in 
sign on these lines. Now, p.+ is the only best approximation to f on [- 1, 11, 
and therefore ~(0, y) = 0 for all y. Hence, p(x, y) = xP(x, y) for some 
P E Pi-1 . Select h > 0 such that [--17, h] x [yl , yk] is contained in the 
interior of 9. For definiteness, let us assume that the line y = y, is a nega- 
tive line. Then, since p+ + p is a best approximation, it follows that for 
each x E [-h, 121, (- 1)” p(x, yi) :.G 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., k. Thus, for each i, 
(--l)iP(x,y,)<Oifx ‘> 0 and (- 1); P(x, yi) > 0 if x < 0, and therefore, 
P(0, vi) = 0 for i = 1, 2 ,..., k. But P(0, .) is a polynomial of degree at most 
k - 1. In particular, if k = 1, then we must conclude that P(x, y) = 0 for 
all (x, y) and thus the result is valid when k = 1. For k > 2, however, it 
follows that P(x, y) = xQ(x, y) for some Q E Pz-, , and thus ,0(x, y) = 
x”Q(s. y). Now let x,, be such that -A :< x,, -< 17. Then (~ l)i Q(x, : y;) .< 0 
fori=l 7 ) -...., k. It follows that the polynomial Q(xO, .) has at least k -- 1 
zeros, counting multiplicities. Hence, Q(x,, , y) = 0 for all y. But x,, was an 
arbitrary point in [-/I, h], and therefore Q(x, y) = 0 for all (x, ~3). The 
proof is thus complete. 
We remark that the proof of this result did not require that B be a disk. 
In fact, we could have taken B to be any compact set lying between the lines 
y = 1 and y = - 1 and whose interior contains the interval (- 1, 1) on the 
y-axis. 
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3. APPROXIMATIONS OBTAINED FROM P,,,,, 
A real homogeneous polynomial of degree II ,C 1 has the form 
Using the best approximations of x)‘-~.v:’ for X = 0, I, 2,.... 17. it is possible 
to construct best approximations to a variety of homogeneous polynomials 
on Q. We state first 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose the c,,. in (3.1) sutisfj one qf’ the jolloM,ing two 
conditions: 
(a) cl),~c~,,~ 2 2: 0 and c2,sL1 :- 0 all s :~ 0, I, 2 ,... 
(b) cZ~ilcPq,a --: 0 and r’,, := 0 UN s 0. I. 2 ,... 
Let P,i ..,.,,for k = 0, 1, 2,..., n denote any en.or,function qf best upproximation 
to x”--lj~‘~ on 9. Then cb, c,,P,_,~,,. is an error ,function of best Chebyshev 
approximation to pn (3. I) on % by polynomials it7 PEeI 
Proqf. We will show only case (a), as the proof for case (b) is similar. 
Set 
!/ 
From property (a) and (2. I). 
where 
Hence 
-:= (l/2)“-’ 1 / c,; 1. 
,, -0 
But, we recall that P,L-,,, / (l/2)+’ on 9, and therefore 
, P,Js: 4’)l : (l/2)“- 1 1 (‘j. = : <4,, I 
i 0 
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for all (x, y) E 9. We see now that there is an alternant 0 of type 2,s on i’?, 
with support in the extreme points of P,! ) such that oP, F> 0 on 9’. Hence, 
P, is an error function of best approximation. 
From this theorem, we obtain best approximations to a large variety of 
homogeneous polynomials on 5’. Nevertheless, the conditions (a) and (b) 
do not include all cases in which zl.‘_, (.,,PrL+,~,,. is an error function of best 
approximation for P,~ . For example, consider the polynomial 
where a and b are arbitrary real numbers. Then an error function of 
best approximation by polynomials in PidI on Y is given by QTL = 
UP,,,, + bP,-,., , where P,L,O(.~. ~1) == (l/2j”-l T,,(X) and P,n-l.l(~, ~1) = 
(1/2yp1 I’l/‘,-,(x). 
Ptmf. On ?9:, we have 
Qn(cos (I?, sin v) = (l/2)” -l(a* + b2)1:2 sin(ng, I- LX) 
for some angle A. Now, suppose (x0, J,J is a point in the interior of k at 
which Qn attains its largest magnitude on 9. Then 
2Q(x,, , yJ/i’y = (l/2)“-’ bU,-,(x,) = 0. 
Thus, bP,,,,(x,, , J*,,) = 0. and therefore, 
/ Qn(xq y)j I< (1/2)“-1 / aT,(x,,)i ..< (1/2)“-’ ; a / ,Z (l,/2)“-‘(a2 $ h2)l/’ 
for all (.u, ~3) E 9. Hence, there is an alternant u of type 2/7, with support in 
the extreme points of Qn such that aQIL > 0. 
If a and b are nonzero, then pn (3.2j does not satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 3.1, but the best error function Qil is of the form EL, c,J’n--lc,k. 
We consider now the Chebyshev approximation on 9 of x”(x2 + ?;‘?jir by 
polynomials in Pt+2,,r-1 . The alternants of type 2k which arose in all the 
previous problems do not arise here. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let P n,2,,r(~, J‘) be UM error fmctiotz qf best appro.Gzatiotz 
to x”.h@’ otl 2, it1 which all powers qf .,; are even. Then 
Qn,&, 1-1 = (- 1)‘” Pn.z,,i(.~, (I - .$ - y”jl”) 
is an error ,fhctiotz qf best Chebysher approximation to xT’(x2 + !‘?)lrL on 9 
out ctf’ P:~, 2,,*--1 . 
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Proof: It is clear that Qn,,n has the form .v(x” -i- J~)“~ -L jlower degree 
terms], and since .y2 + (( 1 ~ xi ~~ 4,2)1i‘7)f 1 whenever (x, .1:) E 9, we have 
I Qn,&-2 Y>i ( , p)” : “I,/-1 
for all (x, JJ) E 9. But on the line y : 0 in 9, we have 
Thus, the deviation of Qn,?,, on 9 is (lj2)‘“7g’“P’ and on the line I* = 0 in 9, 
this deviation is least possible. Hence Q,.,,, is an error function of best 
approximation. 
Using the best approximations to P(X~ 7 +v”)“‘, we can obtain best approx- 
imations to certain homogeneous polynomials of the form 
+ y’)“‘. (3.2) 
The result here is similar to that of Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let Q,,,,,L(~~, JI) denote a,ly errorfimctioll of’ best approxinza- 
tion to x”(x? + y”)“’ on 9 out qf P~~+B1,,..l Suppose all the cjC, in (3.2) have the 
same sign. Therl ~~,~‘,“=‘,“’ ciiQn+~,,,,, is a best error function ,for P, (3.2) on & 
OLlt of P,z_l. 
Proof: Qll,,,,(x, 0) is a polynomial of degree 17 t 2~2, and the coefficient 
of the x7’+?“’ term is one. Since the deviation of Q7,.,n(~. 0) is (l/2)n+p7n--1 for 
- 1 -.< x :-.. 1, it follows that 
Qn,i,,(x, 0) = ( I/2)‘< ?“l-’ T,,,,,,,(x). 
Hence 
iTi/” 
P&c, 0) = (1/2)7?+5+1 1 Cb7-J.Y) = A,LTn(s), (3.3) 
i. --o 
where 
Since all the c,. have the same sign, 
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But, for any (x, JI) E 9, 
In/21 
Hence, the deviation of P, on 5% is ~ A, 1, and because of (3.3) this deviatio! 
is least possible. 
4. OTHER EXPLICIT APPROXIMATIONS 
Supposefis a continuous real-valued function on [0, 11 such that,f(O) = f 
Let m >, 1 be an integer, and define the function F t C(9) by 
F(x, y) = f(r) cos mg (4. I 
where x = Y cos 9) and ~1 = Y sin T. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let F t C(9’) be given by (4.1) ad let C’,, denote the spat 
of all polynomials of the form x’“p(x”) where p E P,\l. Then a best Chebyshe 
approximation to F on 9 out of P,j2 is 
(a) O{ffn<~-1 
(b) p,(r?) r”’ cos 177p, if 71 > nl, where r”‘p*(?) is a best approximatio, 
rof 017 [O, 1 I out sf V[(?,-?,Ji”] . 
Proqf. (a) Let r,, t (0, 11 be such that 
I,f(r,)’ -- I;;;: Jr)~. 
Then, on the circle of radius r,, , there is an alternant 0 of type 21~2, havin, 
support in the extreme points of F, such that oF > 0 on 9’. Hence, th 
polynomial 0 is a best approximation if II :..I 177 ~- I. 
(h) For 17 > 177, let r”‘p,(r’) be a best approximation to,f on [0, I] ou 
of l’,(,~+i,,),21 , and let u be an associated primitive extremal signature. Sine 
f(0) = 0, the support of 0 consists of N = [(M ~ rz)/2] -A- 2 points ri il 
(0, 11. 
Consider now the error function 
E = F - r?“p*(r’) cos 777~~. 
Let a(pi) be given by m(+jm) =: (-~- l)i for i = 0, 1, 2,..., 2177 -- 1, wit1 
(Y = 0 elsewhere. Define the signature p on the plane by ~(x, 4’) = u(r)a(y> 
where s = r cos q and J’ = r sin T. We see that the support of p is container 
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in the extreme points of 15. and that PLE 0 on 9. Hence, it suffices to show 
that p is extremal with respect to P,,‘. 
This result can be shown using the method of Shapiro [9]. Indeed, define 
the polynomials 
where a,x A- b;) == 0 is the equation of the line which passes through the 
origin and the point (cos 7i-ijn7, sin zG/m). Then the support of p coincides 
with the set of common roots of P, and P, _ In the notation of 191, 173 -= 2h’ 
and /?I~ = 177, and by checking the sign of the Jacobian at the common roots. 
we find that p is an extremal signature for polynomials of degree 
177, t /ll., --~ 3 = 2([(n ~- nz)/2] A- 2) f /I? -- ; 
,-- (II .-- M7 ~~~ I + 4) + 177 - 3 
-5 I?. 
From this result, we obtain a best approximation to F on 9 out of P,’ 
by constructing the best approximation toJ’on [0, I] out of P’l(n-,,,)rzl . This 
latter problem can be solved numerically using the Second Remes Algorithm 
(see [3, p. 991). The proof of this statement is a trivial modification of the 
convergence proof in [3]. 
We consider now one further approximation problem in which we take 
advantage of the rotation invariance of the disk. Let ~4,~(x, .v) designate a 
homogeneous. harmonic polynomial of degree k I,= I, and let h be a fixed 
but arbitrary real number. We investigate the Chebyshev approximation of 
the polynomial 
by polynomials in P&..1 . Without loss of generalityl we may assume that 
u2,,(r cos c{. I’ sin F) = ? cos 2np. 
Let us introduce the set ,Y of points (x. 4’) such that 0 .d .Y .‘: 1 and 
_- , -77 :> 1’ :+ 71. We will view P,,,’ as a subspace of the space of continuous 
functions on X, with a polynomial in Pa1 considered as a function of the 
x-variable. 
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LEMMA 4.1 . I f  pa is a best Cheb),shec approximation to P cos J’ -t XxJ1 
on X oaf of Pidl , rhe,~ p,(x3 t J-~) is a best approximation to P,, on 9 out 
of PSn_, 
Prooj: Since P,, is invariant under a rotation through 2~/2r7, there exists 
a best approximation in P&-1 which is also invariant under a rotation 
through 2n/2n. But a polynomial in Pi11_1 with this property must be of the 
form p(.? + J,*) for some p c Pkel However. for any /> E P,‘,..l ., we have 
Hence, the desired conclusion follows. 
The problem, therefore, is reduced to that of finding a best approximation 
to x” cos y + Xx” on X out of Ptel. It is not difficult to characterize the 
extremal signatures on X with respect to PtLpl. Indeed, any such signature u 
must be one of the following two types. 
(1) The support of 0 consists of two points (x, ,;) and (x, y2) with 
a(x, 1~~) = -0(x, va). We shall call this signature an “opposite sign” extremal 
signature. 
(2) The support of 0 consists of II + 1 points (xi, yi) where 
x1 < x, ‘.. < x,+1 and 4x, , ~0 = -d~,+~, 4~~~~~) for i = 1, 2 ,..., n. We 
will refer to this signature as an “alternating” extremal signature. 
It turns out that both the “opposite sign” and the “alternating” extremal 
signatures occur in this approximation problem. depending on the value of A. 
LEMMA 4.2. A pol~wotnialp t: PA_l is a best appuoxintafion to .Y” cosy + hx’l 
ott X 113ith “opposife sigtt” exfremal signaftire tf  and only’ if 
for all s F [0, 11. Moreover, the deviation of this best approximation on X 
is one. 
Proqf: Suppose p E PA-l is a best approximation to x” cos J’ -r Ax” on 
X with “opposite sign” extremal signature. Let (4, J,) and ([, ~3 denote the 
support of this extremal signature, and let F(s, ~1) = x1’ cos y + h,P - p(x) 
be the error function. 
Now, it cannot be the case the 5 =~ 0, since F(0, ~1) =I p(0) does not change 
sign as y varies. But, for all (x, y) E X. 
- ,p L JJc’l - p(x) :-- F(x, y) -<. x” -2 Xx” -- p(x), (4.4) 
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and if x E (0, I], we have equality on the right only when J’ = 0, and we 
have equality on the left only when J’ = -in. Hence, we may assume that 
~8~ -= 0, and 1’., =- ‘in. 
Now, by hypothesis, F([, 0) = ~-F([. n), and this equation implies that 
htn - p(t) = 0. Hence, 
(4.5) 
and therefore, for all x t [0, l] 
and 
Combining these inequalities, we obtain 
for all x E [0, 11. In particular, -([” - xlL) -< (5’” - xrL), and substituting 
x = 1 in this inequality yields 5 = 1. Thus, (4.3) follows and it is clear from 
Eq. (4.5) that the deviation of this best approximation p E PAwI is one. 
Conversely, suppose that for some p E PAmI, inequality (4.3) is satisfied. 
Then from (4.4), we have for all (x, v) E A’, 
so that 
-XT’ - ( 1 - Y) :,: F(x, y) C x” + ( 1 - x”) 
-1 ..: F(x, JJ) ,;; I. 
But, for the points (1, 0) and ( 1, YT) in A’. 
and 
F(1, 0) == 1 + [A -p(l)] = 1 
Thus, p t P:_l is a best approximation with “opposite sign” extremal 
signature on the points ( I, 0) and (1, z-). 
LEMMA 4.3. Let B,,+,(x) = 1 + x + .x2 ... $- x”-l and define h,, as ,fol- 
lows: A, = 1 and.for n ;; 2, 
There exists a polynomial in PieI which satisfies (4.3) if and only if, h / ::< h, . 
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Set 
and let 
If we set x (l/Z)(cos p; -c I), with 7s t [O. ~1. then 
IIJX) = dn Re(,/JelQ)j (Re == real part) 
where 
(4.6) 
In particular, for 17 3 2 we have h, =m: l/i tl,, ;. 
Let us summarize the above results. Define A, and B,-,(x) as in Lemma 4.3. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose / h / :-. A, . Then a polynomial @ best approxima- 
tion to P,, OII 9 out qf Pi+, is p*(x’ -;- y”), where p* E PipI is given by 
(a) A. ifh = 0 or n = I 
(b) AX” + A( 1 ~ x)(.P 1 ~ q(x)), l{Vfere q(x) is any polynomial in 
PjTpz suc11 that 
IpiT j(xrL- 1 q(x))/&-*(A-); ‘<: l/l A / 
In particular, this inequality is satisjied bJ> q(x) = p&x), MIIzre pnmz E Pimz 
is determined by (4.6). Fina&>, the deviatiotl of PzT1(x, y) - p-(x” + J,~) 011 9 
is one. 
For the case j h / :. A, , we have shown that the best approximation (on 
X) is characterized by the “alternating” extremal signature. However, we 
have not attempted to construct an explicit best approximation. 
5. CONCLUSION 
There are functions other than those discussed here, for which it is not 
difficult to obtain explicit best approximations. However, the problem of 
constructing an explicit best approximation to an arbitrary polynomial of 
degree n by polynomials of degree II - 1 on 9 remains unsolved. From the 
results of Theorem 4.2, it appears that the solution of this problem may be 
somewhat complicated. We suspect that a large variety of extremal signatures 
occur in this problem, and that consequently; it is difficult to construct 
solutions explicitly. 
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